Corrigendum

In tender document

Equipment/Instrument for Department of ENT

After

Pre bid meeting on 05-08-2013 at 03.00 PM

Please read following modifications (deletions/additions/replacements) in Enquiry No.F.No 24/EQPT/16/2013-RIS (Admin) tender of Equipment/Instrument for ENT:-

EMD to be split separately for-

- {Page 5 of 47} - Audiological equipments separately for- Pure Tone audiometer, Impedanceaudiometr, BERA-ASSR, OAE)
- {Page 6 of 47} - Ear Surgery instruments (1. Mastoid surgery, 2. Tympanoplasty & Stapes surgery) & Micro drill separately -

{Page 23 of 49} - Correction- Upgraded with OAE, ASSR and ENG / VNG, NCT (ENG to be added)

{Page 23 of 49} - Correction-Cochlear Implant Stimulator control to be corrected as- “EABR test for Cochlear Implant”

{Page 18 of 49} - Diagnostic Endoscopy set - Points 1) & 2), length 18 cm , to be changed as 17-19 cm

{Page 19 of 49} - The system should have following features: point 8- HDTV signal to DVI-D Socket, to be changed as - HDTV signal to DDI / DVI-D Socket.

{Page 20 of 49} - HDTV 16:10 widescreen Monitor - second last feature – Screen diagonal- 23`` to be corrected as - Screen display minimum 23``

{Page 21 of 49} -

- Instead of Compatible computer...........installed, change to HD Recording system, with minimum 4 GB storage.

{Page 33 of 49} - Items 20 & 21 to be declared as Proprietary items

{Page 18 of 49} - Items 9,10, 12 & 13 to be declared as Proprietary items